-Read the following case study and answer the questions that follow by using your “STD Manual”.
-Write your answer in the space provided.

**Case Study #1**

**Rosa and Ramon**

Even though Ramon and Rosa had been attracted to each other for a very long time they just never seemed to get together. When Ramon was available, Rosa was dating someone. When Rosa was available, Ramon was seeing someone else. When they finally began to date, Rosa and Ramon fell in love and decided to begin a sexual encounter. Almost a month after Rosa first had intercourse with Ramon she developed a fever and a headache. Small fluid-filled blisters appeared on her sex organs and inner thighs.

**Questions to be answered:**

1. What does Rosa have?


3. What can happen if Rosa becomes pregnant one day?

4. Indicate how you know what STD it is?
Case Study #2

Jane and Gary

Jane and Gary met at college and dated during their senior year. They made plans to marry after graduation. A few weeks after his bachelor party, Gary noticed he had itching, burning and small, hard bumps around his sex organs that did not go away. He decided he needed to tell Jane even though they had used condoms every time they had sex.

Questions to be answered:

1. What does Gary have?

2. Is Jane safe because they used a condom every time?


4. Indicate how you know what STD it is.
Case Study #3

Marie Brown

Maggie Brown and her husband were filled with joy and excitement when their daughter was born. They named her Marie. Not long after Marie’s birth, Maggie realized that something was wrong. Marie developed diarrhea, had no appetite and did not gain weight. She often cried, even when she was not wet and had just been fed. When Maggie took Marie for her checkup, she told her doctor about Marie’s problems. The doctor said he would do some test but not to worry, it was probably just a virus that was going around. A few days later the doctor called Maggie and asked her to bring Marie back to the clinic for additional tests.

Questions to be answered:

1. Which STD does Marie have?

2. How did she get it?


4. Indicate how you know what STD it is.
Case study #4

Chris

Chris was proud to join the U.S. Navy after high school graduation. While on shore leave, he began to visit a local bar on the weekends in Manila, Philippines. One night, Chris had too much to drink and went home with someone he had just met at the bar. Several weeks after this one nightstand, Chris noticed a sore on his penis. He was concerned at first, but the sore didn’t hurt, and it disappeared after a couple of weeks.

Questions to be answered:

1. What STD does Chris probably have?

2. Chris’ symptoms went away. Is he cured? Why or why not?

3. What will happen to Chris next?

4. Indicate how you know what it is.
Case study #5

The Blind Date

Henry had looked forward to visiting his cousin, Warren, for several months. They had practically grown up together, but had not seen much of each other since Warren’s family moved away two years before. As soon as Henry had dropped his luggage off in his cousin’s room, Warren told him about his “hot” date for the party. Henry had a great time on his date and wanted to see her again. Two weeks later, Henry noticed a white discharge from his penis and felt pain when he urinated. Henry was really nervous but decided he needed to call her and find out if she was having any symptoms. When he finally got in touch with her, she said, “I do not have any symptoms!” They ended up talking for a while and when they hung up he felt relieved. He decided that it was nothing to worry about.

Questions to be answered:

1. Should Henry be concerned? Why or Why not?

2. Is it possible that Henry could have an STD?


4. Indicate how you know what STD it is.